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Introduction

The path to the conscious eating is specific and different for each separate
person. Some people don’t put deep thought about the food they consume
their whole life. The environment, the culture, the traditions and the values of
the society have a lot of importance in the shaping of the point of view of
every  person  about  the  basic  nutrients.  If  the  traditions  that  are  being
respected  are  good,  there  probably  is  no  need  for  much  deeper
understanding. But, in the process of globalization and modernization, a lot of
the traditions disappear  or  decrease their  influence on people and so the
masses are left to be mesmerized by the magnificent colors, the wonderful
music  and  the  happy  message  they  receive  from  the  marketing  and
advertisements of the modern food industry.

Every person goes through a lot of different for each one steps. If you read
this book, you will find the path that I went through, that I have decided to
“walk” on.

We are all exposed to the opinion about the food and consumption of the
nutrients from the people around us. When we are little, we are forced to eat
the  food  that  our  family  is  giving  us  –  from  the  father  and  mother,
grandmother and grandfather. Eat your meal and you will  become big and
strong – they say! After we grow up a little and we start to enter the society,
we start  to  interact  with it.  We start  to  be shaped by the opinions of  our
relatives, our peers, our friends, sometimes even strangers. Look mama, that
person is eating ice cream! We start to see the colorful pictures and images
of food everywhere – in the movies, on the Television and Internet,  labels on
the  vehicles  and  buildings,  posters  on  the  buildings,  billboards,  shops,
umbrellas, awnings and canopies. The food that is being advertised is in all
shapes – liquid and solid, sweet and salty, alcoholic and non-alcoholic. Every
type of food is shown accompanied with smiling and beautiful young people
as if one piece of that food or this drink will complete our goal in life – the so
awaited  happiness  and  fulfillment   –  packed  in  a  product,  that  can  be
purchased with one click or with little money. 
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The food is the building material from which our body is made. So, how it is
possible not to pay attention to the quality of the ”bricks” and the “cement”
that we use? If you want stable building, you must put solid base. If you want
a warm home, you must put good quality insulation and windows. The same
is  valid  for  the food  and our  body, figuratively  said,  of  course.  For  many
places in the world, especially in the western countries, long ago has passed
the time when the people couldn’t choose what to eat, because there was
very few choices – only the food that was produced in the local locations in
several  kilometers  to  hundred  or  two  hundred  kilometers  away. With  the
development  of  transportation  system,  you  could  eat  a  food  that  was
produced on the other  half  of  the hemisphere.  So now, we have a lot  of
variety, a lot of options and it is a good idea to start choosing carefully what to
put in your organism – what kind of food you choose, every single day.
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What is the food for you?

What goals do you have? What kind of life do you live? Can you choose
properly the food you consume to match the goals you put in your life. Maybe
you  want  to  have  a  body  of  sportsman  or  sportswoman?  Then,  you  will
probably need to have one diet. Do you use mainly your brain in your work
and you don’t move that much? Then, maybe it is good idea to eat different
quantity,  different  quality  of  food.  The  idea  of  these  questions  is  to  ask
yourself  are  you  making  a  balance  in  the  consumption  of  food  with  the
expenditure of energy. Do you eat consciously – I mean, do you really know
what is in the food, how your body will probably react to it and do you really
need it?

Calories

To be  honest,  for  me,  the  counting  of  the  calories  I  eat  was  never  an
important matter and I was never focused at it that much. Maybe because I
wasn’t so big sportsman or a supermodel. So for me, how much I weigh was
never an issue. I started to count the calories I eat when I started developing
my second android Application – Calorie Balance:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tomata_.calories

At  that  time  –  in  the  years  2012-2013,  there  was  no  mobile
application in Bulgarian language which could do this – to count
the calories,  proteins,  carbohydrates and fats.  The data of  the
main food products I collected from the Internet. The thing that I

couldn’t find was the data about all other, all kinds of food products on the
market that I, at that time was consuming – that is to say – chocolates, ice
creams, croissants and so on.  And so, little by little I started to look at the
labels of the foods, which I was putting in my body every single day. I started
noticing the all kind of ingredients, especially the E-numbers in them. At that
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time I didn’t had the consciousness to go deep down to what they were and
what kind of effect they have over the body.

I  started noticing the big calories count  in  some of  the product  that  were
available. Chocolates, cakes, popcorns and other similar have more than 500
kilo calories for 100 grams of it. When a person opens a chocolate, he rarely
eats only one piece – he must have an iron solid willpower to eat one tiny bit
only. When a person cuts a piece of cake he almost never eats only small
part of the piece he cut off.  Usually he eats the hole piece. So, this way,
eating only the desert of one meal, a man actually could eat the amount of
calories that a sportsman with a lot more higher physical activity eats for a
hole day. This is the result of the ingredients that are in these foods. They are
not treated as narcotic substances but the physical effect they have on the
body – the chemicals produced are the same as when a persons uses drugs.
The people  know it  subconsciously, they  know it  like  a  data,  information,
theory, but they don’t extract some practical conclusions of it and they don’t
take the appropriate actions, or in this case – anti-action - that is to say ‘NO’
to all of the foods on the market of that kind.

Carbohydrates, proteins, fats

If you do even minimal research, you will find, that the men and women that
do sports take a very good care and filter the food they consume. The next
step in my food awareness was In alignment with the thinking of the athletes.
I started to look at the carbohydrates, proteins and the fats that were in the
foods and on the labels.  Each  of  these  ingredients  are  necessary  to  the
human body to be healthy and alive. The people that are physically active
take a more closer look at those kind of ingredients:

Carbohydrates

Because of the fact that they are highly effective fuel, the body can transform
them into energy relatively easy. If one person is doing a lot of sports or a lot
of  movement  each  day,  each  week,  each  month,  he  needs  to  consume
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nutrients that will be transformed to energy and  will be exhausted most likely
rapidly. The best option for that purpose is to eat food that doesn’t need a lot
of  additional  power  from  the  body  to  be  converted  into  energy.  For  this
purpose  food  with  carbohydrates  can  be  consumed.  Ironically,  the
carbohydrates  that  are  actually  good  for  the  body  are  the  slow  ones  –
potatoes, lentils, beans, rice. They prevent highs and lows of the energy in
the body unlike the fast carbohydrates – sugar foods and soda drinks and
some of the bakery products.

Fats

The sportsmen and women are very careful and they take a lesser amount of
fats. This ingredient is nevertheless important for the biological functions of
the body and it should be consumed according to the physical activity and the
lifestyle of a person. The main purpose of the fats are to be stored in the body
as energy storage and also, if the person has the appropriate amount of it – it
has the purpose to protect the internal organs of the human being. The sports
people does not have a high need of it, because they are always on high
speed. They focus on the carbohydrates as a fast source of energy, and on
proteins, so the can grow their muscles. 

Proteins

A physically active person chooses food with a lot of proteins because of the
fact that it  is the main ingredient and is the building block of the muscles.
Some people even take the next step and take proteins in compressed form
in shape of a pill or implement. It also takes part in all kinds of functions in the
human body and is vital part of the structure of the human organs. 
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Plant foods rich in protein

The humans that have decided to stop eating meat and all kind of animal food
must catch up the decreased reception of protein, that the normal people take
from the omnivorous diet. Surprisingly for some, several of the plant foods
have  the  same  and  ever  bigger  quantity  of  protein  than  the  meat  and
furthermore are also reach in vitamins and fats. If everyone should stop the
consumption  of  meat  is  a  mater  of  personal  choice  that  everybody  must
decide for themselves.

The  source  of  the  protein  is  only  one  of  the  factors  that  can  and  could
influence the choice of the food:

 From what amount of distance is the food delivered to you? The food

products,  that  is  being produced with the purpose of  selling in
distant  land  and  countries  is  gathered  not  fully  matured  and
developed, not fully collected the sunlight and the nutrients from
the soil. This factor is true and it is important for all of the food types on
the market.  The closest to you the food is raised and produced, the
more likely this food is to be the right one for you. I don’t believe in the
term “super  food”.  The food either  contains good ingredients  and is
healthy  and  helpful  either  it  is  probably  harmful  for  your  body.  I
personally  qualify  the  food  that  contains  ONLY calories as  bad  or
harmful food. If your way of life requires a lot of calories – there is food
that is also beneficial to your organism. If you eat food which contains
only calories, you feed your hunger, but not your body, your cells remain
hungry of food with good nutritional value and it will gather them from
your reserves that are guarded in your body.

 The time that has passed sense the separation of the plant from the

ground. There are probably ways to store the food, that are effective
and noninvasive, but, nevertheless I think that, no matter how good it is
the way of safekeeping of the plants, some part of the nutrient value will
be lost over time, and the best and smartest choice of food selection
should be the most recently gathered harvest.
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 The  price  –  The  further  away  the  food  comes  from,  the  bigger  the

chance the food will be more expensive. The health does not have a
label or a price or a tangible value. But what is the point to give more
money for food when the production made from local farmers, or that
we can produce independently on our own can give the same positive
effect and the same bag of nutritional value. The search of exotic, far
away  delicatessen  is  actually  taking  up  the  prices.  The  big  search
creates economic balloon, from which the marketeers take advantage
and put additional load epithets for the distant food.

Here is a list of good quality food that I personally collected:

For every person who lives in different country of the world this list will be in
different  order.  I  live  in  Bulgaria  and  the  plant  based  nutrients  that  are
produced closely to me are the following:
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Parsley            
26.6g

Peanuts           
25.8g

Sunflower seed   
21g

Almonds                
20g

Lens                        
9g

Pumpkin seeds 
32.4g

Beans            
21/24g

Chickpea                
19g

http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=chickpea#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Lentils#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=%D0%90lmonds#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=sunflower#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=beans#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=pumpkin%20seeds&l=en_US
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Peanuts#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Parsley#sResult


Others that are produced a little bit more far away of the place I live:

The ingredients of the food are grouped in varies different ways and types.
One of the ways to look at the food is looking into the carbohydrates, proteins
and fats in them. Another type of ingredients that you can look for when you
eat your food is vitamins, minerals and amino acids.

Vitamins, minerals and amino acids

The food that we eat can be sorted by several different ways or properties.
One of these ways is to, start searching for food that contains the beneficial
for our body ingredients instead of just the type that I described before. I think
this is the better option for a filter or for food selection, because the food that
contains  the  ingredients  from  the  second  types  of  ingredients  contains
naturally and in enough quantity the contents from the first type.
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Spirulina          
63.5g

Blue-green algae    
59g

Hemp seed      
30.8g 

Chia seeds         
16g

Cashew             
18.22g

Quinoa                 
14g

Sesame              
19.4g

Barley grass       
29g

http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%B0+%D0%BE%D1%82+%D0%B5%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BA#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Sesame
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=%D0%9A%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B0&l=en_US
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Cashew#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Chia%20seeds#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Hemp%20seed
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=Blue-green%20algae#sResult
http://kakvoiadesh.com/app/index.jsp?show=%D0%A1%D0%BF%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%83%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B0#sResult


Vitamins

The  vitamins  are  substances  necessary  for  the  normal  functioning  of  the
human organism. The human body can generate alone one small  part  of
them in the process of digestion and with the small help of other foods. The
biggest part of them are unique and cannot be generated by the body and
should  be  consumed regularly. If  a  person  stops consuming some of  the
independent vitamins, he may become weaker and will  get ill  more easily.
They are contained mostly in food with plant origin. Vitamins are of several
types:

 Fat-solutable –The body needs fats for  the successful  and complete

absorption  of  these  vitamins.  The  healthy  organism,  in  normal
conditions can store them in the body and this way, there is less need
for  everyday consumption.  It  is  actually  recommended to not  do so,
because if  one person consumes too much of them, the body could
probably transform them into toxic for the body substances and waste.

 Water-soluble – They are contained in foods that are full of water and

are liquid  in  their  essence.  Their  water-soluble   characteristic  is  the
reason for their relatively fast removal and disposal from the body. This
way it  is recommended that you eat water-soluble vitamins regularly.
You can read more which are the most hydrating foods in the section
“Keeping the body vital”Error: Reference source not found.

 Vitamin-like substances – They are vitamin-like substances. They just

don’t  have  the  above  soluble  characteristics,  but  are  as  much  as
important to the metabolism of the body and the normal functioning of
the organism as the those above.
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Minerals

Minerals are essential substances for the human body. They participate in the
creation and building of all of the human organs - bones, muscles, nervous
system, they are also essential building block of the hormones and enzymes
and they also help in the process of absorbing, processing and storing of the
other  nutrient  materials.  The  minerals  in  our  organism  also  interact  and
neutralize hostile and external substances, that, if left alone, can cause aging
of the cells and could become the cause for illnesses – diseases like cancer
and problems with the cardiovascular system.

Amino acids 
The amino acids are the chemical substances that take part in forming the
proteins. They are divided in three main types related to the consumption by
the human being: 

1) Replaceable  – This means that  the organism can generate  and
produce on its own this kind of acids and their consumption in food
form is not totally mandatory.

2) Conditionally replaceable – These are amino acids that are in most
cases replaceable,  except  in  small  concrete  exceptions  –  in  the
newborn and the small children, in the case of pregnant women and
in  cases  of  people  with  illnesses  related  to  malfunctioning
metabolism.

3) Irreplaceable  –  There  are  several  irreplaceable  amino  acids,  that
cannot be synthesized by the human body, also even in most of the
animals,  so it  is  strongly recommended to be consumed with the
food. 
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